
TRIOMONT – THE SIMPLEST SOLUTION FOR  
WALL-MOUNTED TOILETS, BIDETS AND SINKS

GUSTAVSBERG/
WALL-MOUNTED
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Are you dreaming of a bathroom with wall-mounted porcelain? Triomont is a 

system from Gustavsberg that will make it quick and easy for you to bring your 

dream to life.

Triomont is simple to install and suits most bathrooms – there is no need for 

costly renovation work, and you can even install it in corners or small spaces with 

a minimum of surface loss. In fact, all you need is at least 14 cm of depth to a wall.

The space where you position the fixture must have a wet room membrane, 

but if you choose to install a Triomont solution behind an added wall in your 

existing bathroom, you have already dealt with that issue! Just make sure to 

seal any holes you drill in the bathroom wall tightly with silicone. This brochure 

presents a description of what you need to do to install a Triomont fixture from 

Gustavsberg in your existing bathroom. But you can, of course, use Triomont if 

you are building a new bathroom from scratch.

Just remember that special regulations and requirements apply to wet 

rooms. You can install most of our products yourself, but we recommend that 

you call on a professional fitter to help you with bathroom fixtures.

If you choose to do the work yourself, it is a good idea to consult a profes-

sional first – your reseller, for example, or a plumber or a specialist at your local 

DIY store.

14 CM IS ALL YOU NEED

BEFORE – OLD BATHROOM



DURING INSTALLATION –  FIXTURE IN POSITION

Upper wall fitting. Can be  
replaced with a corner fitting  
for corner installation.

Angled drain connection and 
eccentric sleeve, 90 x 110 mm 
for simple installation.

Lead-through for pipe-in-pipe 
system – protective pipe, 18–28 
mm. The picture shows a Trio-
mont XT fixture. The XS model 
does not have the blue part.

Protective plugs fitted to pro-
tect the connections during 
installation.

The bottom wall fitting elimi-
nates the need to drill holes in 
the floor to install the fixture.

Installed 1 metre above the fin-
ished floor, it provides a sitting 
height of 410-430 mm, depend-
ing on chosen toilet model. On 
installation this can be adjusted 
up to 610-630 mm.

All wall-mounted toilets from Gustavs-
berg and Villeroy & Boch can be used 
with the Triomont fixture. This allows 
you to choose from a wide variety 
of designs, and covers many special 
needs as well. The various models are 
presented later in this brochure.

 Suits wall-mounted bidets and 
toilets (with external cistern) with a 
bolt distance of 180 or 230 mm.

Wall-mounted control panel 
Several models and colours are 
available. You can see them all 
on page 12.

Distance between bolts 
(centre to centre): 180 or 230 
mm. With a centre to centre 
distance of 180 mm, it suits all 
toilets from Gustavsberg and 
Villeroy & Boch.

4 5

Neat installation with a minimum 
of visible pipes. Suits all washba-
sins with a bolt distance (centre to 
centre) of up to 280 mm.
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AFTER –  NEW BATHROOM
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Wall-mounted bathroom products provide a range of benefits: They allow you to take full advantage of the bathroom 

space, and even make the room appear larger. In addition, they are hygienic and easy to clean. If you build a half wall, you 

can use the top of it for storage or as pure decoration. There are also fixtures for installing wall-mounted washbasins and 

bidets. This makes it simple for you to carry out a neat, stable installation without having to reinforce the walls. And with 

the wall-fitted drain connection, almost all the pipework will be hidden from view.

NEAT, COMFORTABLE, PRACTICAL AND HYGIENIC



VIKTIGT ATT TÄNKA PÅ:

Vår nya badrumsserie Nautic är vår mest genomtänkta någonsin. Det är inte så 

konstigt. Vi lyssnade på dig och alla andra som använder badrummet varje dag. 

IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER:     

Make sure to perform the installation professio-

nally according to the guidelines supplied and  

the applicable construction regulations.  

This will eliminate the risk of water damage.

You can also watch our 

installation video online at

www.gustavsberg.com.

WIDEST RANGE OF WALL-MOUNTED TOILETS
Triomont fixtures can be used for all wall-mounted toilets from Gustavsberg/Villeroy & Boch.

There are toilets for small bathrooms, as well as models designed especially for children, for tall, short and plus size people, 

and for people with physical disabilities. We supply the largest range of wall-mounted toilets on the market, making it easy 

for you to make the best choice for you. The various models are presented later in this brochure.

 

SMART DETAILS TO FACILITATE INSTALLATION
In order to facilitate handling and to prevent damage during installation, the fixtures are supplied with protective covers for 

the toilet and wall-mounted flush connections. No special tools are required to maintain or to replace the float and flush 

valve. The shut-off valve is easily accessible in the cistern. The cistern itself is accessed either through the hole behind the 

button or via the top panel of a half wall.

DIMENSIONS, FITTING AND PROTECTION AGAINST WATER DAMAGE
The fixture is just 380 mm wide, which means it fits neatly into corners and compact spaces, and special brackets are 

available to make corner mounting even easier. Thanks to the slim dimensions, the fixture is suitable for walls with a cen-

tre-to-centre stud distance of 450 mm. Four wall brackets are included in the delivery so there is no need for you to drill 

into the floor – which is the cause of most water damage. The distance between the bolts for fixing the wall-mounted toilet 

in place is 180 or 230 mm to accommodate different models.

SAFEBAG –  WHEN THERE IS NO WET ROOM MEMBRANE
SafeBag is easy to fit and provides leak protection in places where the fixture is installed in rooms without a wet room 

membrane – guest toilets, for example. 

PLUMBING
The water connection to the toilet can be made from the top or from the side of the cistern (see the installation instructions 

for the individual models). Extra-long drain pipes/flush pipes for thick walls are included. The cistern is designed for con-

nection using pipe-in-pipe technology. Can accommodate protective pipes with a dimension of 18–28 mm. An eccentric 

drain reduction sleeve – 90/110 mm – is also included. It is simple to fit the drain trap, which is easy to rotate if the connec-

tion is located to the right or to the left of the fixture. Insulation protection for fitting between the porcelain and the wall is 

included. This evens out minor irregularities in the wall behind the toilet.

WALL-MOUNTED BIDETS AND TOILETS WITH EXTERNAL CISTERNS
The Triomont toilet/bidet fixture can be used with all wall-mounted bidets and toilets with an external cistern and with a 

distance between bolts of 180 or 230 mm.

WASHBASIN WITH NO VISIBLE PIPES
The washbasin fixture can be used for all washbasins with a centre-to-centre bolt distance of up to 280 mm. The advantage 

of this solution is that it conceals all water and drain pipes. To see all the washbasin models, visit the Gustavsberg website. 

These models also feature in the bathroom brochure that you can download or order online at www.gustavsberg.se.

CONTROL PANELS TO SUIT ALL TASTES
A variety of models and materials make it easy for you to find a style that matches your taste and bathroom layout: For 

wall or top mounting, for single or double flush, and for sensor-operated, mechanical or pneumatic flushing. All the dif-

ferent options are presented on page 12.

THREE TRIOMONT SOLUTIONS FOR TOILETS

BEHIND A HALF WALL IN A CORNERBEHIND A FULL WALL

GOOD TO KNOW
Triomont is a simple and flexible system, both for the fitters and for the people who use the bathroom.

TOP QUALITY –  CAN HANDLE UP TO 400 KG!
The design and the materials are of the highest quality, and the Triomont toilet fixture meets the most stringent test 

requirements for load bearing: 400 kg.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL WALL-MOUNTED TOILET
The Triomont fixture suits most bathrooms and helps avoid large and costly remodelling. All that is required is a floor 

surface of minimum 14 cm of space next to the wall. In other words, the remodelled toilet need not take up more space 

than a floor-mounted model.

FLOOR-MOUNTED 
TOILET

REPLACE WITH A WALL-MOUNTED
TOILET ON A TRIOMONT FIXTURE

625

100

655

100

190

530

745

* *)  The example presents the dimensions where 

the centre of the drain is 100 mm from the wall.
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      Wall-mounted control panel

Mechanical, sensor-controlled or pneu-
matic panel for placing in a fixed posi-
tion on the wall above the toilet.

      Top-mounted control panel

Mechanical or pneumatic panel for 
placing in a fixed position on top of a 
half-wall.

      Pneumatic flush button

Air-controlled single-flush button that you 
can position anywhere within 1.5 m of the 
fixture.

Sensor-controlled panel designed for 
public settings has different dimensions to 
other wall-mounted panels.

FLUSH NEATLY.  FLUSH SMARTLY.
Control panels in a variety of models and materials make it easy for you to find a style that matches your taste and bathroom layout. 

You can choose between wall-mounted and top-mounted panels, and there is even a pneumatic version. Or why not choose the latest 

model, which is sensor controlled and therefore touch-free. It is the control panel that determines whether you can have a single or dual 

flush. 

FULL CONTROL WITH A FINELY DESIGNED APP
The Gustavsberg app makes it easy to chance the sensor-controlled flush settings via your mobile phone or tablet. 

For example, you can choose to have the toilet “wake up” when you approach, or flush when you walk away. This 

is naturally a fantastic solution for public settings – and for home environments, where some family members may 

be careless or a bit forgetful ... You can also define and adjust automatic flushing at set intervals. The 

app also lets you control the flush button light settings. LED lighting opens the door to every colour 

choice imaginable! More information can be found at www.gustavsberg.se. The app is found where 

apps are available. Download free of charge, it is called Gustavsberg Triomont.

SENSOR-CONTROLLED PANEL
Sensor-controlled flushing was originally developed for public settings. Touch-free technology improves hygiene 

and makes things easier for users with disabilities. With a wall-mounted toilet from Gustavsberg, combined with a 

designer, sensor-controlled panel, your bathroom will be more hygienic, more practical – and seriously cool!

230
Always install some type of inspec-
tion hatch to access the valves 
in the cistern when selecting the 
pneumatic flush button

11



TRIOMONT CONTROL PANELS

•  Numerous models and materials to choose from.
• The panel you choose determines single or dual flush.
• Dimension sketches for panels – see page 11.

Black, glass
ART-no GB1921102057 

Aluminium
ART-no GB1921102058 

White 
ART-no GB1921102060 

Shiny chrome 
ART-no GB1921102061 

White, glass
ART-no GB1921102066 

Black, glass
ART-no GB1921102067 

PNEUMATIC WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL PANELS, DUAL FLUSH
for  Triomont XS

For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions. For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.

White 
ART-no GB1921102035 

Stainless
ART-no GB1921102054 

White, glass
ART-no GB1921102056 

Matte chrome 
ART-no GB1921102036 

White 
ART-no GB1921102030 

Shiny chrome 
ART-no GB1921102037 

Shiny chrome 
ART-no GB1921102032 

WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL PANELS, DUAL FLUSH
for  Triomont XS

WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL PANELS,  
SINGLE FLUSH  for  Triomont XS

White metal, without logo 
ART-no GB1921102045 

Shiny chrome, metal, 
without logo
ART-no GB1921102047 

White 
ART-no GB1921102052 

Shiny chrome
ART-no GB1921102053 

White
ART-no GB1921102080 

White, glass
ART-no GB1921102082 

Shiny chrome 
ART-no GB1921102081 

Svart, glass
ART-no GB1921102083 

Stainless
ART-no GB1921102092 

TOP-MOUNTED CONTROL PANELS
for Triomont XT

PNEUMATIC BUTTON, SINGLE FLUSH
for all fixture models

White
ART-no GB1921102085 

White
ART-no GB1921102070

Shiny chrome
ART-no GB1921102086 

For public settings, 
stainless
ART-no GB1921102071

PNEUMATIC TOP-MOUNTED CONTROL PANELS,  
DUAL FLUSH  for Triomont XT

SENSOR-CONTROLLED WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL  
PANELS, DUAL FLUSH  for  Triomont XS

TRIOMONT TOILET FIXTURE

Always finish off with
• wall-mounted toilet.
• control panel.

Triomont toilet fixture deliveries include: 
• Fixture with four wall fittings..
•  Complete cistern insulated against condensation,  

with flush fitting and shut-off valve
•  Connection components for drain and water supply  

(pipe in pipe)
• Hole template for button.

• M12 threaded bars for fitting the toilet.
• Protection plugs.
• Screws and plugs for fixing.
•  Insulation protection for fitting  

between the porcelain and the wall.
• Drilling template for wall.
• Installation instructions.

• Neat installation with a minimum of visible pipes.
• Wide range of control panels in a variety of styles.
• Choose high or low flush volume.
• We supply the widest range of wall-mounted WCs on the market.
• Adjustable flush volume – see installation instructions supplied.
• Space-efficient design, just 380 mm wide.
• Wall fittings included. No need to drill holes in the floor.
• Rotatable wall fittings for a flexible wall connection.

•  Sitting height 410–630 mm.  
Recommended sitting height, 450 mm above the floor.

 • Floor- or wall-connected drain.
• Load tested to 400 kg.
• Fixture in line with SS 820200 standard.
• Cistern in line with EN 14055.
• Suitable for AMA installation without extra components (SE).

NB The header line for the different control panels below states 
whether they match fixture XS or XT. Please make sure to choose 
a panel that matches the fixture you have ordered.

ART-no

83

83

Triomont XS fixture for wall-mounted or pneumatic control panel
High model for fitting against a straight wall or in a corner.  
Add a control panel and wall-mounted toilet to complete.  
The control panel determines the type of flush, see page 12.

Triomont XS, dual flush 4.5/3-litre or single flush 4.5-litre GB1921102026
Triomont XS, dual flush 6/3-litre or single flush 6-litre GB1921102021

Accessories:
SafeBag is a leak protection for cases where the fixture is installed in rooms 
without a wet room membrane – guest toilets, for example. GB1921102034
Corner fitting for corner installation GB1921102029
Extra wall fitting (when the lower fitting supplied cannot be used). GB1921102027

    Installation: The height on the sketch (1000 mm) results in a toilet seat  
height of 410-430 mm, depending on toilet model. On installation,  
this can be adjusted up to 610-630 mm. 
Weight: 14 kg including packaging.

Triomont XT fixture for top-mounted or pneumatic control panel

Low model for fitting against a straight wall.  
Add a control panel and wall-mounted toilet to complete.  
The control panel determines the type of flush, see page 12

Triomont XT, dual flush 6/3-litre or single flush 6-litre. GB1921102024

Accessories:
Extra wall fitting (when the lower fitting supplied cannot be used). GB1921102027

  Installation: The height on the sketch (830 mm) results in a toilet seat  
height of 410-430 mm depending on toilet model.  
On installation, this can be adjusted up to 610-630 mm. 
Weight: 12 kg including packaging

Triomont XS Vario fixture for wall-mounted or pneumatic control panel

Primarily intended for hospitals and care homes.  
High model for fitting against a straight wall or in a corner.  
With adjustable sitting height after installation.
Add a control panel and wall-mounted toilet to complete.  
The control panel determines the type of flush, see page 12.

Triomont XS Vario, dual flush 6/3-litre or single flush 6-litre. GB1921102022

Accessories:
Corner fitting for corner installation GB1921102029
Extra wall fitting (when the lower fitting supplied cannot be used). GB1921102027

   Installation: The height on the sketch (1000 mm) results in a toilet seat height  
of 410-430 mm, depending on toilet model. On installation, this can be  
adjusted up to 610-630 mm. After installation, the toilet can be raised 100 mm.  
It can naturally also be returned to its original position. 
Weight: 19 kg including packaging.
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•  Made of hygienic, durable and tightly 
vitrified sanitary porcelain.

• Suits our Triomont fixtures.
•  All Gustavsberg wall mounted toilets 

have distance between bolts (center to 
center) of 180 mm or 230 mm

• Load tested to 400 kg.
• Multiple seat options
•  Seat with Soft Close (SC) for gentle, 

quiet closing, and Quick Release (QR) 
for easier cleaning.

•  Ceramicplus (C+) for quick, ecofriendly 
cleaning.

•  Hygienic Flush with open flush rim for 
easier cleaning. Flushes all the way up 
to the rim for improved hygiene.

ART-no

350
180

220

355
320 Ø102

Ø55

70

420

530

8330 Estetic for wall-mounting.

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim, with C+. 
Neat and simple installation with Suprafix.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern

White with white hard seat featuring SC/QR GB1183300R1030
White with white hard seat GB1183300R1020
Matte white with white hard seat featuring SC/QR GB1183300S3030
Black with black hard seat featuring SC/QR GB1183300S0030

5G84 Hygienic Flush toilet for wall mounting

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern

With white hard seat with SC/QR 5G84 HR 01
Without seat 5G84 R0 01

SEATS
White hard seat with SC/QR 9M16S101
Black hard seat with SC/QR 9M16S136

400

Ø55

Ø102
55220

320
355

180
360 700

15±5

4G01 Care for wall mounting, extended model

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. Extended model for
simpler transfer between wheelchair and toilet.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern

Without seat 4G01 R0 01

SEATS
White hard seat with fixed fittings 9M67 61 01
White hard seat with SC/QR 9M38 S1 01

460

Ø55

15±5

Ø102
55220

320
355

180
360

595

4G95 Care for wall mounting, elevated model

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. For fitting on
existing fixtures where an elevated sitting height is desired.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern

Without seat 4G95 R0 01

SEATS
White hard seat with fixed fittings 9M67 61 01
White hard seat with SC/QR 9M38 S1 01

• Washbasin.
• Washbasin mixer.
• Wall-fitted water trap.
See the full range at www.gustavsberg.se

• Neat installation with a minimum of visible pipes.
• Suits all washbasins with a bolt distance (centre to centre) of up to 280 mm.
• Load tested to 175 kg.

• Fixture with four wall fittings.
• M12 threaded bars for fitting the washbasin.
• Screws and plugs for fixing.

For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.

FIXTURE FOR WALL-MOUNTED BIDETS AND TOILETS WITH EXTERNAL CISTERNS

•  Neat installation with a minimum 
of visible pipes

• Load tested to 400 kg.

Triomont toilet/bidet fixture deliveries include:
• Fixture with four wall fittings.
• M12 threaded bars for fitting the bidet/toilet.

Triomont washbasin fixture deliveries include: Always finish off with:

Always finish off with:
• Bidet or toilet.

See the full range at www.gustavsberg.com

•  Suits wall-mounted bidets and toilets  
(with external cistern) with a bolt distance  
of 180 or 230 mm.

• For floor- or wall-connected drain.
•  Sitting height 410–610 mm.  

Recommended sitting height,  
450 mm above the floor.

TRIOMONT WASHBASIN FIXTURE WALL-MOUNTED TOILETS GUSTAVSBERG

•  Angled drain connection with Ø 32 mm rubber nipple.
• Installation instructions.

• Screws and plugs for fixing.
• Drain connection for toilet.
• Installation instructions.

ART-no

Triomont XS washbasin fixture. Tall model for fitting against  
a straight wall or in a corner.

Triomont XS washbasin fixture GB1921102100

Accessories:
Corner fitting for corner installation GB1921102029
Extra wall fitting (when the bottom fitting supplied cannot be used).). GB1921102027  

Weight: 11 kg including packaging

ART-no

83

380

595

0-200

0

150-210

230

330
67
10

Triomont toilet/bidet fixture. Tall model for fitting
against a straight wall or in a corner. GB19211000510

Accessories: GB1921102100
Corner fitting for corner GB1921102029
installation Extra wall fitting GB1921102027
(when the lower fitting supplied cannot be used)

Weight: 9 kg including packaging

14
For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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WALL-MOUNTED TOILETS GUSTAVSBERG, CONTINUATION

ART-no

1522 Nautic Hygienic Flush wall-mounted with tank

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim.
Space between wall and tank facilitates cleaning.  
With raised flush button.

Dual flush, 2/4 litre
With white hard seat featuring SC/QR and C+ GB1115002R1231
With hard white seat featuring SC/QR GB111522201231

Single flush, 4 litre.
With white hard seat featuring SC/QR and C+ GB1115224R1231

1522 Nautic Hygienic Flush wall-mounted with tank

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim.
Space between wall and tank facilitates cleaning. 
With raised flush button.

Dual flush, 2/4 litre
With white standard seat GB111522201211
Without seat GB111522201205

Single flush, 4 litre.
With white standard seat GB111522401211

SEATS
9M24 Standard seat 9M246101
9M25 Hard seat with stainless steel fittings 9M256101
9M26 Hard seat with SC/CR 9M26S101
9M26 Hard seat with SC/CR, black 9M26S136

5530 Nautic WC bowl for wall-mounting

The cistern is not included in the delivery. If the walls are not so sturdy,  
the bowl must be mounted on a fixture.

Without seat. With C+ GB1155300R1000
With white standard seat GB115530001010

SEATS
9M24 Standard seat 9M246101
9M25 Hard seat with stainless steel fittings 9M256101
9M26 Hard seat with SC/CR 9M26S101
9M26 Hard seat with SC/CR, black 9M26S136

  

3530 Nordic3 toilet bowl for wall-mounting
For wall-mounting with built-in cistern.  
Cistern not included in the delivery. Always install on fixture.

Without seat GB113530001000
With white standard seat GB113530001010

SEATS
8780 Nordic³ hard plastic seat, white 8780G101
9M64 Nordic³ standard seat, white 9M646101

4330 Artic WC bowl for wall-mounting
The cistern is not included in the delivery. If the walls are not so sturdy,  
the bowl must be mounted on a fixture.

White with hard white seat with SC/QR GB114330201231
White with hard white seat with SC/QR. With C+ GB1143302R1231
Black with hard black seat with SC/QR. With C+ GB114330BLACK

For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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SMART SYMBOLS FOR SMART SOLUTIONS

CER AMICPLUS = C+

Many of our products are available with Ceramicplus surface treatment. This provides the porcelain 
with a dirt-repellent surface that prevents the accumulation of limescale and dirt. Ceramicplus is 
also good for the environment as it means that you can use a milder detergent – and less of it! – 
when cleaning.

HYGIENIC FLUSH

Smarter flushing for improved hygiene and easier cleaning. The innovative design with an open 
flush rim and smooth surfaces eliminates all potential dirt traps. Hygienic Flush minimises the  
need to use strong cleaning agents.

QUICK RELE A SE

The Quick Release function makes it simple to remove the seat from the toilet without using
tools. The seat and toilet can then be cleaned separately, which is both easier and more hygienic.

NO ROOM FOR DIRT

On all toilets with a visible cistern, the “seam” between the seating ring and the cistern has been 
filled out. A soft curve in the porcelain simplifies cleaning and prevents the build-up of dirt. The 
foot of the toilet is smooth to facilitate cleaning and improve hygiene.

QUIE T AND DRY

The fully encompassing porcelain cover conceals a separate inner tank. This reduces noise and 
counteracts the build-up of condensation on the porcelain cover, helping prevent the accumulation 
of dust.

SUPR AFIX

Concealed wall fitting for invisible installation of wall-mounted toilets. A neater design free from 
dirt traps facilitates cleaning and improves hygiene. The patented Suprafix system simplifies instal-
lation of your wall-mounted toilet, saves time and eases the strain on your muscles.

MOUNTING

You can install most of the products yourself. However, this symbol means that we recommend  
that you consult a skilled professional, such as a plumber, a tiler or an electrician.

SOF T CLOSE

Hard, authentic toilet seats have previously been associated with loud noises when they are closed. 
Soft Close functionality has solved this problem through the introduction of a damper that is built 
into the seat to ensure that it can be lowered gently and quietly. The damper has no direct contact 
with the porcelain, which facilitates cleaning and makes the seat more hygienic. 



ART-no

560

360
260

340
400

Ø55

Ø102
50

180

220
320

560

360
260

340
400

Ø55

Ø102
50

180

220
320

O.novo

Wall-mountedtoilet with open flush rim.  
Standard design with traditional shape.  
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 5660 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 5660 R0 R1

White hard seat with SC/QR 9M38 S1 01

375

560

280

325

85

Ø 102

Ø 55

415320
220

180

375

560

280

325

85

Ø 102

Ø 55

415320
220

180

Venticello

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. Quick and easy to install with Suprafix, 
where the entire toilet is fitted through the holes for the seat – no visible screws.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 4611 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 4611 R0 R1

White hard seat, slimseat line with SC/QR 9M80 S1 01
White hard seat, slimseat wrap with SC/QR 9M79 S1 01

ART-no

360

310
410

580

75

410

Ø55

Ø102320
220

180

360

310
410

580

75

410

Ø55

Ø102320
220

180

Vivia Comfort

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. Broader and longer interior 
dimensions to improve sitting comfort. Quick and easy to install with 
Suprafix, where the entire toilet is fitted through the holes for the seat; no 
visible screws.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 4642 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 4642 R0 R1

White hard seat, comfort with SC/QR 9M82 S1 01

375

560

280

325

85

Ø 102

Ø 55

415320
220

180

375

560

280

325

85

Ø 102

Ø 55

415320
220

180

Legato

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. Quick and easy to install with 
Suprafix, where the entire toilet is fitted through the holes for the seat –  
no visible screws.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 5663 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 5663 R0 R1

White hard seat, slimseat line with SC/QR 9M96 S1 01
White hard seat, slimseat wrap with SC/QR 9M95 S1 01

370

560
320

280

50
415

Ø 55

Ø 102

180

320
220

370

560
320

280

50
415

Ø 55

Ø 102

180
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Subway 2.0

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. The model features a neat design 
with a smooth exterior. Quick and easy to install with Suprafix, where the 
entire toilet is fitted through the holes for the seat; no visible screws.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 5614 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 5614 R0 R1

White hard seat with SC/QR 9M68 S1 01
White hard seat, slimseat with SC/QR 9M78 S1 01
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Subway 2.0 Compact

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. Just like the model above, but with 
compact dimensions – only 480 mm. Ideal for small bathrooms. Quick and 
easy to install with Suprafix, where the entire toilet is fitted through the 
holes for the seat; no visible screws.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 5606 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 5606 R0 R1

White hard seat with SC/QR 9M69 S1 01
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Subway 2.0 Comfort

Wall-mounted toilet with open flush rim. Broader and longer interior 
dimensions to improve sitting comfort. Quick and easy to install with 
Suprafix, where the entire toilet is fitted through the holes for the seat;  
no visible screws.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

Without seat 4609 R0 01
Without seat, with C+ 4609 R0 R1

White hard seat, comfort with SC/QR 9M86 S1 01
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Architectura

Wall-mounted toilet in a modern design with an open flush rim.
Designed for wall-mounting with a fixture featuring a built-in cistern.

With white hard seat with SC/QR 5685 HR 01
With white hard seat featuring SC/QR, with C+ 5685 HR R1

CAN’T FIND THE ONE YOU’RE
LOOKING FOR?

– WE HAVE OTHER TOILETS WITH THE SAME UNIQUE FLUSHING TECHNOLOGY

Villeroy & Boch is one of the leading bathroom suppliers in 
Europe, and has been manufacturing innovative bathroom 
products for more than 270 years. Since year 2000, Villeroy & 
Boch has owned Gustavsberg, opening up fantastic options for 
you to combine the best of these two bathroom worlds – and 
we promise that there really is something for everyone.
When it comes to wall-mounted toilets, Villeroy & Boch

has a broad range to match all budgets. This brochure presents 
a selection from our range, where all models can be installed 
using the Triomont fixture. Moreover, all toilets in the selection 
feature Direct Flush – the smart flushing function known as 
“Hygienic Flush’ at Gustavsberg.
To view the full range of Villeroy & Boch bathroom
products, contact us or visit villeroy-boch.com.

WALL-MOUNTED TOILETS, VILLEROY & BOCH

•  Made of hygienic, durable and tightly 
vitrified sanitary porcelain.

•  The porcelain has the same white  
colour as Gustavsberg porcelain.

• Suits our Triomont fixtures.

With models from Villeroy & Boch we have the market’s widest range of wall mounted toilets. See several models at www.villeroy-boch.com

•  Direct Flush with open flush rim for  
easier cleaning. Flushes all the way  
up to the rim for improved hygiene.

•  Ceramicplus (C+) for quick,  
ecofriendly cleaning.

•  Seat with Soft Close (SC) for gentle, quiet closing, 
and Quick Release (QR) for easier cleaning.

• Load tested to 400 kg.
•  Distance between bolts (centre to center)  

180 mm.

WALL-MOUNTED TOILETS, VILLEROY & BOCH, CONTINUATION

Our patented suprafix system makes it easy to install wall-mounted toilets quickly and 

neatly. To watch the video about suprafix, go to youtube.Com/gustavsbergfilm.

For exact prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to prices and range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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A MEMBER OF THE 

VILLEROY & BOCH GROUP

Villeroy & Boch Gustavsberg AB

PO Box 400, SE-134 29 Gustavsberg

Telefon +46 8-570 391 00

www.gustavsberg.se info@gustavsberg.com

TO SEE OUR ENTIRE PRODUCT 
RANGE AND FOR EVEN MORE  
INSPIRATION VISIT OUR WEBSITE  
AT GUSTAVSBERG.COM.  WELCOME!

SUPPORT AND  SERVICE

Our website also contains manuals and instruction videos, as well as tips and 
hints to help you use and care for your Gustavsberg products. To contact our 
customer service staff, email us at info@gustavsberg.com
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